
Technology facilitates consumers to interact with firms

through a myriad of touchpoints. They alter purchase

experience and consumer response to its changing pricing

strategies. One of the key research areas is to study how

consumers respond to various dynamic pricing strategies.

The study will comprehensively investigate how

consumer mindfulness plays a significant role in the pre-

purchase stage among price-conscious consumers aware

of personalized dynamic pricing in an online setting.

Motivation

Literature on whether consumers take greater

responsibility in responding flexibly to an unfair price

situation is scant. Moreover, not many studies have

explored what conditions result in consumers engaging in

identity management to thwart personalized pricing.

Hence, this study investigates how consumers respond to

personalized pricing strategies.
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Conceptualization

Our study focuses on consumers adopting ex-post identity

management as it is more realistic. While customer

response may seem straightforward, consumer acceptance

of personalized pricing strategies requires a certain level of

awareness, attention, perception, and attitude formation

from individual consumers. Being mindful when shopping

online can facilitate consumers in enhancing awareness in

the present moment. We conceptualize consumer response

for personalized pricing through mindfulness.

Conceptual Model to be tested

Proposed Methodology

H1: Consumer who are naturally high in

mindfulness involve in identity management during

online price search and comparison

H2: Mindfulness mediates the relationship between

price search and identity management

H3: Consumer’s aware of personalized dynamic

pricing, have an intention for self-protection and

hence adopt identity management strategies

H4: Relationship quality moderates, online price

search behavior and identity management

H5: Relationship quality moderates, the

relationship between price search and mindfulness

H6: Relationship quality moderates the relationship

between price search and self-protection intention
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This study draws upon social comparison theory and

mindfulness literature to understand how consumers

respond to disadvantaged price inequity situations in a

personalized pricing context. In line with existing literature,

we consider active consumers can engage in identity

management costlessly and adopt identity management

strategies to check for a lower price and prevent firms from

applying price discrimination based on the information of

their online activities (Chen et al., 2018).

Previous studies have acknowledged identity management

at three stages: ex-ante, interim, and ex-post identity

management. In ex-post identity management, after

observing the price for repeat purchase consumers act as

new customers (Chen et al., 2018). It is plausible that

consumers who engage in identity management are more

price-conscious.

Hypothesis to be tested

Activities

Objectives Learning Mindfulness Tools

1. Precontemplation

stage 

1. Understand basics of 

pricing and price 

discrimination

2. Raise consciousness as 

consumer

What is price discrimination 

and its impact on consumer 

surplus and treating customer 

fairly

Meditation, 

Mindful breathing, 

and relaxing

1. Mindfulness introduction

2. Mindfulness Relaxation music 

3. Price tracking excel worksheet

2. Contemplation 

stage

1. Be aware of online 

consumer tracking 

mechanisms

2. Elevate mindful online 

shopping

Consequences of price 

discrimination and proactive 

measures to thwart 

personalized pricing

Meditation, 

Mindful breathing, 

and relaxing

1. Presenting various price 

discrimination scenarios in 

personalized price context 

2. Mindful browsing when shopping 

online - search in incognito mode; 

blocking cookies

3. Price tracking and recording price 

in excel worksheet (Study 1)

3. Preparation stage 1. Be more aware of 

different techniques 

through which individual 

level data is collected 

when shopping online

2. Raise consumer 

consciousness

Discuss protective measures 

when browsing online 

Discuss mindful 

breathing

(stop-breathe-feel

mindful technique) 

and price tracking 

of products

1. Present a real-time example of use 

of price-tracking app and variation of 

price for different customers in a e-

commerce shopping website

4. Action stage (1) 1. Unmindful online 

shopping behaviors and 

factors

2. Present proactive 

measures when shopping 

online.

3. Develop mindfulness

4. Understand factors 

such as browsing pattern, 

search pattern etc towards 

personalized pricing

Discuss mindless browsing 

characteristics (stickiness) 

when shopping online and how 

it result in personalized 

dynamic pricing

Discuss whether mindful 

online shopping can help 

prevent personalized pricing 

and benefits of personalized 

pricing with students

Discuss stop-

breathe-feel

technique and price 

tracking exercise

Presentation; price tracking using 

different customer accounts (Study 2)

5. Action stage (2) 1. Understand whether 

consumers engage in 

identity management 

when shopping online

2. Manipulation of 

relation quality in identity 

management (Study 3)

Different identity management 

techniques for getting lower 

price

Mindful online 

shopping

Conduct a survey to capture identity 

management when shopping online

Field study – validation (Study 4)
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